Recognition of the tRNA-like structure in tobacco mosaic viral RNA by ATP/CTP:tRNA nucleotidyltransferases from Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
The 3'-terminal tRNA-like structure of the tobacco mosaic virus RNA interacts with ATP/CTP:tRNA nucleotidyltransferases from Escherichia coli or yeast in much the same manner as do tRNAs. Primary sites of interaction cluster near the 3' end and in the loop proposed to be analogous to the psi-loop of a tRNA. Some modified bases in the tRNA-like structure inhibit interaction with nucleotidyltransferase, yet the analogous bases in a tRNA do not. The location of some of these nucleotides within the analog to the psi-loop suggests that this structure differs slightly from its counterpart in a tRNA. The location of other such bases in the helical stem near the 3' end can be explained if the pseudoknot is disrupted by these modified bases or if the tertiary structure of the RNA is altered in the enzyme-RNA complex. A partially denatured secondary structure that persists on denaturing gels is proposed.